
Understanding linked heaps

A linked heapsort implemention, where instead of using an “agreed” framework of an array, is themore
natural formulation; indeed, most authors tend to illustrate even the array version with the notional
agreed relationships depicted as a tree showing links. (Weiss, for instance, does this in 6.3.3 and 7.5.)

Instead of working from the “next available slot” in an array, a linked heapsort always starts operations
at the root.

The insert operation can be described with this sort of pseudocode:

1
2 struct Node
3 {
4 SomeType node_key;
5 Node *left;
6 Node *right;
7
8 int left_count;
9 int right_count;
10
11 void insert(SomeType key)
12 {
13 if(node_key > key) // If the key that you are trying to insert is

less than the
14 // current key of this root, then the new key

should become the
15 // root, and you need to put current root's key further

down in the tree.
16 // The simplest way to do this is just to swap the two.
17 {
18 swap(node_key,key);
19 }
20
21 // Now take the current key and recursively insert it one of the

subtrees. If you are
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22 // trying to keep these balanced, the simplest way is probably to
just keep a

23 // left_count and right_count.
24
25 if(left_count < right_count) // If the left tree has fewer elements

, do the insert on the left
26 {
27 left_count++;
28 if(left) // If the left child exists, then recurse into it;

otherwise, create the new node
29 left->insert(key);
30 else
31 left = new Node(key);
32 }
33 else
34 {
35 right_count++;
36 if(right)
37 right->insert(key);
38 else
39 left = new Node(key);
40 }
41 }
42
43 // ... Struct methods continue in next code section ...

Removal works in the same downward fashion. We recursively remove the root node, and

1 // ... Struct methods continued ...
2
3 SomeType remove()
4 {
5 remember = node_key;
6 if((left_count > 0) && (right_count > 0)) // If both children of

this root are occupied, then
7 // you move the lesser

key into this node.
8 {

TBD 2
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9 if(left->node_key < right->node_key)
10 {
11 left_count--;
12 node_key = left->remove();
13 if(left_count == 0)
14 {
15 delete left;
16 left = nullptr;
17 }
18 }
19 else
20 {
21 right_count--;
22 node_key = right->remove();
23 if(right_count == 0)
24 {
25 delete right;
26 right = nullptr;
27 }
28 }
29 }
30
31 // And if instead one of the children is empty, then
32 // obviously you remove from the other child that still nodes.
33
34 // Obviously, similar code as above goes here...
35
36 return(remember);
37
38 }
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